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Cotton & Chocolate Quilt ComPanY
1724 Avenida De Los Arboles #E
Thousand Oaks, CA91362

Day:
Date:
Time:

Sew Simple Pineapple
Teacher * Jewy Petersen
Featured Quilt: Gurden Song
it is to make the pineapple blocks for this quilt. In this class we will start the
project unO f *ru guide you through the steps. The focus of this class will be to make the Garden Song quilt.
i{o*.u"r, if you want to make any of the other quilt patterns in the Pineapple Plus book or Karin's earlier book,
Sew Simple Pineapple,the technique is essentially the same and I will help you with it.

you

are going to love how easy

Book Required: Either Pineapple Plus ot Sew Simple Pineapple by Karin Hellaby
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The Garden Song quilt pictured here is 4J" x 47". It is the same quilt that is on the cover of the Pineapple Plus
book but with a black background and an alternate border.
Garden Song Supplies:
Note: Fabric amounts provided are for the quilt shown on the book cover. If you wish to make the piano keys
border, you will need a small amount of additional fabric of each color. If you are making a different quilt than
the Garden Song your fabric requirements may be different. Be sure to refer to the book. Do not pre-cut your
fabrics before class.
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Background/border fabric: I3/+ yards
Centers: /+yard (the yellow in my quilt)
t/o
Pink, blue, green, yellow fabrics: for each color use yard (if same) or 3 fat quarters (if gradient).
Sewing machine in good working order.
Additional sewing supplies: pins, glue pen, scissors, needles, thread, seam ripper, rotary cutter and ruler.
You will also need a pen or pencil to mark on your fabric.

If you have any questions before class, contact

me at

ierryt@cottonandc

or 805-458-9667

